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Abstract

To what extent do personal attributes affect the001
way we are spoken to? Answering this question002
requires the precise reproduction of a conversa-003
tional context except for one personal attribute004
of interest, amounting to a classical, yet infea-005
sible, causal inference problem. We present a006
method based on counterfactual analysis by ma-007
nipulating speaker attributes in observational008
data. We present a case study of Advocate re-009
sponses to Justices in debates in the Supreme010
Court of the United States. Specifically, we011
measure changes in politeness and coordination012
of Advocates when responding to (a) real Jus-013
tices and (b) counterfactually-manipulated Jus-014
tices, with responses generated with GPT2. We015
first validate our method, showing that GPT2-016
generated outputs capture coordination and po-017
liteness. Our results confirm a known impact018
of the attribute gender, and suggest a weaker019
effect of seniority on coordination.020

1 Introduction021

Does the way we speak to others depend on the022

personal attributes of the addressee? Speakers em-023

ploy different strategies when replying to persons024

of different social status (Niederhoffer and Pen-025

nebaker, 2002; Taylor and Thomas, 2008; Danescu-026

Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2012, 2013; Mizukami et al.,027

2016). Well-known strategies are linguistic ac-028

commodation, e.g. in adjusting in style to a more029

senior conversation partner (Kulesza et al., 2014;030

Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2012; Noble and031

Fernández, 2015; Xu et al., 2018), and politeness,032

where speakers vary the level of formality and word033

choice (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2013; Fu034

et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020). A better understanding035

of the factors that cause such strategies is not only036

of interest to social scientists, but could also render037

dialogue systems more natural.038

To directly address this question would require a039

dataset of paired situations which are identical ex-040

cept for one speaker’s personal attribute of interest.041

[BADER-GINSBURG]

[ADVRES] [. . . ] This is an obstacle preemption case mas-
querading as a field preemption case. [. . . ] and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission have repeatedly reaffirmed that
states have the ability to regulate mining up to and includ-
ing by banning it altogether [. . . ]

[KAVANAUGH] Yeah. So the mining and milling occur to-
gether, correct? In other words [. . . ] you don’t have mining
without milling; you don’t have milling without mining

[ADVRES] [. . . ] there’s a way – the in situ leaching process,
they literally occur at the same time.

Figure 1: An example instance from our dataset. We
measure politeness and coordination in the true or gen-
erated [ADVRES] response (bottom) to a question from
a Justice (middle) in context (top). Counterfactuals re-
place the true Justice identity tag (male) with a different
one (female).

This would allow us to measure the causal effect 042

of the attribute value (treatment) on language style 043

(outcome) (Pearl, 2009; Imbens and Rubin, 2015). 044

Since this is not achievable, we present a coun- 045

terfactual methodology based on manipulation of 046

observational data and the power of pre-trained lan- 047

guage models. Specifically, we require a dataset 048

of observed conversations involving persons for 049

which: (a) personal attribute values are known; 050

(b) sufficient conversational data is available to fine- 051

tune LMs; and (c) these conversations occur in a rel- 052

atively controlled context. Here, we use conversa- 053

tions between Advocates and Justices in arguments 054

from the US Supreme Court (SCOTUS) and investi- 055

gate differences in politeness (Danescu-Niculescu- 056

Mizil et al., 2013) and coordination (Danescu- 057

Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2012) of Advocate re- 058

sponses to questions asked by Justices with differ- 059

ent personal and professional attributes (Figure 1). 060

To validate our approach, we first show that 061

pre-trained language models reliably capture po- 062

liteness and coordination (Section 3). We do so 063

by comparing the politeness and coordination lev- 064

els of real Advocate answers in the SCOTUS data 065

against answers generated by a large pre-trained 066
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language model (GPT2; Radford et al. (2019))067

when prompted with the same context (Figure 1,068

blue).069

We consider three binary Justice attributes —070

gender, nominating party, and seniority — and071

compare politeness and coordination in GPT2 gen-072

erated responses in factual vs. counterfactually-073

manipulated situations where the inquiring Justices’074

attribute value is flipped (Section 4; Figure 1, red).075

We ask would an Advocate’s response change in076

politeness (coordination) had the question been077

asked by a Justice from a different social group?078

2 Methodology079

Data We use a subset of a published set of SCO-080

TUS arguments1 (Chang et al., 2020), covering081

transcripts from 1955 to 2019, comprising 4.5K082

cases, 35 Justices, and >1M utterances. We ran-083

domly selected one case per year to include in the084

dev and test sets, respectively, and used the remain-085

der to fine-tune GPT2. We removed Justices with086

<80 turns from the test set.2087

The published SCOTUS data includes the088

speaker identity (name) and function (e.g., Jus-089

tice or Advocate) for each turn. We retain the090

full Justice name and map the Advocates to the091

side they stand for, i.e. petitioner ([ADVPET]) or092

respondent ([ADVRES]). From this, we construct093

our final dataset of 400 words of preceding context,094

followed by a Justice question and an Advocate095

response. Appendix A lists the dataset statistics,096

and Figure 1 shows an example context.097

Demographic and Personal Attributes We098

study the impact of three binary attributes of a Jus-099

tice on the politeness and coordination levels of the100

Advocates’ response to their questions: gender (m,101

f); seniority (Chief Justice or not); and the party102

which nominated the Justice (Democrat, Republi-103

can).104

Coordination and Politeness Prior work has105

proposed measures of coordination (Danescu-106

Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2012) and polite-107

ness (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2013),108

which we adapt here. We directly use the109

coordination indicator from ConvoKit,3 which110

quantifies the coordination of a respondent adv111

1https://convokit.cornell.edu/documentation/supreme.html
2See Appendix A for data construction details.
3https://convokit.cornell.edu/

to a speaker jst wrt. a linguistic marker4 m by 112

calculating how much the fact that jst used m 113

increases the probability of adv using m in a 114

direct response. We average across markers, and 115

instead of considering individual jst, we measure 116

coordination to groups of jst who share an 117

attribute value a (e.g., all male or female Justices), 118

obtaining a coordination measure ŷjst=a
c . 119

We similarly measure politeness as the proba- 120

bility of observing a politeness marker5 n in an 121

utterance by adv in response to jst, normalized by 122

the prior probability of adv using n; again, we aver- 123

age over values n and all jst that share an attribute 124

value, obtaining a politeness measure ŷjst=a
p . 125

Method We used GPT2 to generate responses 126

given factual (Figure 1, blue) and counterfactual 127

(Figure 1, red) contexts. We fine-tuned GPT2 on 128

the SCOTUS training set for 50 epochs to incorpo- 129

rate a notion of typical Advocates’ response behav- 130

ior, and selected the best model based on dev set 131

perplexity. We generated Advocate responses with 132

GPT2 given a Justice question with preceding con- 133

text. Each turn includes a speaker tag (see [TAGs] 134

in Figure 1). We chose GPT2 because, unlike its 135

successors GPT3 and ChatGPT, it can be fine-tuned 136

to a target domain. 137

Factuals We first present factual SCOTUS con- 138

texts including true speaker tags as prompts to 139

GPT2 and have it generate a response. We obtain 140

a final coordination (politeness) score, by averag- 141

ing over all generated responses to questions by 142

Justices with attribute a: 143

yjst=a|{cxt}a, jst=a, (1) 144

where scores y can pertain to coordination or po- 145

liteness, and we omit subscripts to avoid clutter. In 146

Section 3 we verify that GPT2 scores yjst=a mirror 147

the true values ŷjst=a across attribute values, for 148

both coordination and politeness. 149

Counterfactuals We next manipulate only a Jus- 150

tice’s attribute of interest while keeping the rest 151

of the context fixed, to examine its effect on the 152

Advocate’s response (Figure 1 red → blue). We 153

do so by changing the speaker tag. For instance, 154

to test the effect of gender on politeness, we take 155

4E.g., auxiliaries, conjunctions, or quantifiers;
cf., Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2012) for a full
list.

5E.g, greetings, apologies or hedges; cf. Danescu-
Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2013) for the full list.
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Factual (Exp 1) C’factual (Exp 2)
Preference Rel Info Cons Rel Info Cons

None 0.88 0.53 0.71 0.77 0.43 0.52
Real 0.04 0.37 0.14 0.07 0.23 0.16

Generated 0.08 0.10 0.14 0.16 0.34 0.32

Table 1: Human preferences of Relevance (Rel), Infor-
mativeness (Info) and Consistency (Cons).

all contexts involving male Justices and replace156

the male Justice’s indicator with a female Justice’s157

name. We do this for all male/female combinations158

and average over generated responses to obtain a159

‘generic female’ f̂ and equivalently a ‘generic male’160

m̂ by substituting males with other male names:161

yjst=m̂|m|{cxt}m, do(jst=m→m̂)

yjst=f̂ |m|{cxt}m, do(jst=m→f̂).
(2)162

We indicate our counterfactual manipulation with163

the do operator from the causal inference litera-164

ture (Pearl, 2009). In sum, we fix the context but165

manipulate properties of the Justices and measure166

the difference between politeness (coordination)167

scores to test the effect of attribute values.6168

Alternatively, to understand the effect of context169

spoken by groups with different values, we hold the170

properties of the Justices constant, and change the171

conditioning contexts. E.g., we fix the gender of172

the asking Justice, e.g., to a generic male (m̂) by ex-173

haustively inserting all Justice names as described174

above, generate responses when (i) contextualized175

with truly male Justices’ contexts ({cxt}m), or (ii)176

truly female Justices’ contexts ({cxt}f ), and com-177

pare their differences:178

yjst=m̂|m|{cxt}m, do(jst=m→m̂)

yjst=m̂|f |{cxt}f , do(jst=f→m̂).
(3)179

In Section 4 we apply both counterfactual com-180

parisons (Equations (2) and (3)) across our three181

binary attributes, and politeness and coordination182

measures.183

3 Experiment 1: Factual generation184

First, we validated that generated Advocate185

responses to Justice questions resemble186

true responses in both content and coordina-187

tion/politeness. We compared scores as estimated188

from the SCOTUS data against those generated189

6Analogously we could obtain yjst=m̂|f and yjst=f̂ |f by
manipulating Justice groups in truly female contexts.
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(a) Coordination.
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(b) Politeness.

Figure 2: Coordination and politeness scores in
Advocates’ responses to factual Justices. Gender:
(m=male, f=female); Nominating party: (d=Democrat,
r=Republican); Seniority (c=chief jst, nc=non-chief).

by GPT2 when prompted with factual contexts 190

(Equation (1)). 191

Content validity We observed a decrease in dev 192

perplexity (116.22 to 2.75 after fine-tuning). Ad- 193

ditionally, we manually evaluated the generated 194

responses in terms of their informativeness, rel- 195

evance, and consistency (Finch and Choi, 2020). 196

We hired two English native-speaker social scien- 197

tists not involved in the project and presented them 198

with the same prompt as GPT2 and the real and 199

generated answers, and asked to indicate for each 200

category which answer is preferred or whether both 201

are equal. Table 1 (left) shows that overwhelmingly 202

both answers were rated as equal. For cases where 203

one answer was preferred, we verified that the dis- 204

tribution did not differ significantly from random 205

(Binomial test, p>0.05, n=46). 206

Coordination and Politeness Do GPT2 re- 207

sponses reflect the differences in coordination and 208

politeness in responses observed in the original 209

SCOTUS data? Figure 2 shows that predicted co- 210

ordination scores (red bars) consistently align with 211

true scores (blue bars) in terms of direction and 212

magnitude; the same holds for politeness in Fig- 213

ure 2b. Gender produces the largest difference in 214

coordination (Figure 2a left)), echoing the finding 215

of Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2012) that gen- 216

der impacts speaker coordination in legal discourse. 217

Gender and seniority incur politeness differences.7 218

4 Experiment 2: Counterfactual 219

Generation 220

Having demonstrated that GPT2-generated re- 221

sponses reflect content and group-specific social 222

7Appendix C presents further evidence for this, over 7
personal attributes across Advocates and Justices.
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(a) Coordination. (b) Politeness.

Figure 3: Coordination and politeness scores in Advo-
cate responses to counterfactually-manipulated Justices.
x-labels as in Figure 2. Colors indicate attribute-specific
contexts. Shading indicates Justice attribute value. Pair-
wise significant differences according to Welch’s t-test
at p<0.1 (*) and p<0.05 (**).

signaling (Section 3), we now apply the counter-223

factual framework (Equations (2) and (3)). First,224

we ensured the content validity of counterfactually225

generated utterances via human evaluation as in226

Section 3. Table 1 (right) confirms that annotators227

did not prefer real responses over generated ones228

(or vice versa) for the vast majority of instances.8229

We first ask to what extent social cues in a re-230

sponse vary wrt. an attribute of the asking party231

(Justice). This corresponds to Equation (2), and232

comparison of lined vs. dotted bars of the same233

color in Figure 3a (coordination) and Figure 3b (po-234

liteness). We find a significant difference (Welch’s235

t-test, p<0.05) in politeness in response to Justice236

gender: Advocates are significantly more polite237

to real and counterfactual female Justices given238

the same context. This holds in both directions (a239

significant increase when manipulating true m→f240

(red) and decrease when turning true f→m (blue)).241

Next, we investigate the impact of context on so-242

cial signals in a response, by keeping properties of243

Justices fixed, but embedding them in different con-244

texts originating either from Justices with binary245

attribute label a or ¬a (Equation (3)). We inspect246

the results by comparing the blue vs. red bars of the247

same shade in Figure 3. We find a significant dif-248

ference in coordination, when embedding female249

Justices in female vs. male contexts (left block Fig-250

ure 3a blue lined vs. red lined) and male Justices in251

female vs. male contexts (same block, blue dotted252

vs. red dotted). With marginal significance (p<0.1,253

n=16), we observe a decrease in coordination and254

increase in politeness when embedding non-Chief255

8Example pairs of real and generated responses are in Ap-
pendix D. Preferences are again random (Binomial, p>0.05).

Justices in non-Chief vs. Chief contexts (blue vs. 256

red lines in the right blocks in Figures 3a and 3b). 257

5 Discussion 258

Does the way we speak depend on the personal 259

attributes of our interlocutor? We addressed this 260

question with a new methodology involving coun- 261

terfactual manipulation and high-quality response 262

generation from a powerful LM. Our method iso- 263

lates social cues in responses to questions from 264

groups of people with different social or demo- 265

graphic attributes in otherwise controlled contexts. 266

We presented a case study on Advocate responses 267

to Justices in SCOTUS arguments, where we ma- 268

nipulated the Justices’ attributes of gender, senior- 269

ity, and nominating political party. 270

We found that (1) the Justice’s gender has a sig- 271

nificant impact on Advocate politeness: Advocates 272

are more polite toward female Justices; (2) Advo- 273

cate coordination changes significantly in response 274

to the context invoked by male vs. female Justices. 275

We also found weak evidence that Advocate coor- 276

dination and politeness change in response to the 277

context invoked by Chief vs. non-Chief Justices. 278

Our method extends a line of work of leveraging 279

LMs for causal inference with observational text 280

data (Keith et al., 2020; Veitch et al., 2020; Pryzant 281

et al., 2021; Feder et al., 2022), which has predom- 282

inantly studied the causal effects of different lin- 283

guistic properties (treatment) on some non-textual 284

outcome, whereas we manipulate speaker attributes 285

(treatment) and study their effect on language as an 286

outcome. We address the problem of confounding 287

(variables that affect both treatment and outcome) 288

by: (a) tight control of contexts as legal court ar- 289

guments; and (b) verification that our method of 290

GPT2 fine-tuning and attribute-conditioned gen- 291

eration is both faithful in content to the original, 292

and captures real-world differences in expression 293

pertaining to our attributes of interest. 294

While current debiasing research (Wang et al., 295

2020; Kaneko and Bollegala, 2021; Guo et al., 296

2022) is focused on the semantic level (i.e. unwar- 297

ranted associations between attributes and content), 298

our study shows that LMs also capture subtle soci- 299

olinguistic biases (i.e. coordination and politeness). 300

We hope our counterfactual framework spurs fu- 301

ture work on evaluating fairness and bias from a 302

sociolinguistic perspective. 303
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6 Ethical Discussion304

6.1 Potential Bias305

We conduct our counterfactual analysis using LMs,306

which have been proven to be biased (Nadeem et al.,307

2021; Delobelle et al., 2022). The generated results308

might contain inherited bias from the pre-trained309

language models. We acknowledge that this could310

further bring undetected harm in analyzing Advo-311

cate court behaviors, especially in the counterfac-312

tual setting.313

Our analysis is based on groups of speakers who314

share an attribute value, and makes no claims about315

the content/professional level, nor on individuals.316

Although our framework could generate intermedi-317

ate results for individual Justices and, in theory,318

could derive personal conclusions in court, we319

strongly caution against this.320

6.2 Human annotations321

To test the content validity of GPT2, we re-322

cruited two native-speakers with social science323

backgrounds not involved in this project through324

the authors’ contacts. We did not record any per-325

sonal information (e.g. demographics). Authors326

were debriefed in full after completion of the task,327

and paid an hourly rate of USD$38, which far ex-328

ceeds the local minimum pay rate.329

7 Limitations330

For modeling speaker behavior, we consider social331

cues based on coordination and politeness. Other332

dimensions, such as sentiment (Feldman, 2013) or333

rate of interruption, could be further explored to334

better understand conversational behaviors in the335

courtroom. Also, we focus on the responses from336

Advocates toward Justices. A study from the other337

direction could complement this work, and aid in338

better understanding the dynamics of legal oral339

arguments. What’s more, another type of speaker,340

e.g. amici curiae (“friends of the court”) has been341

shown to have influence on legal judgments (Sim342

et al., 2015) and is also worthy of investigation.343

All experiments were based on GPT2 (Radford344

et al., 2019). There is room for exploration of pre-345

trained language models, such as GPT3 (Floridi346

and Chiriatti, 2020), ChatGPT, BART (Lewis et al.,347

2020), or T5 (Raffel et al., 2022). In natural lan-348

guage generation, current work (Wu et al., 2020;349

Hu and Li, 2021) has introduced casual models to350

generate counterfactual text, and this could further351

aid the analysis of the impacts of different social 352

factors. 353

Our study is based on a subset of SCOTUS 354

cases.9 While they have similar statistics to full 355

cases, they do not reflect the full conversation his- 356

tory of the US Supreme Court or represent the 357

current state of the court. Also, all claims in this 358

paper are bound to this specific use case. They are 359

not generalizable to other SCOTUS parties, legal 360

systems, social strategies, etc. 361
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Train Dev Test

Number of Cases 4,445 65 65
Number of Utterances 981,492 15,653 14,901
Avg. #token/Utterance 48.38 45.33 48.11
Justice-Advocate pairs 402,230 6,366 6,129
Avg. #token Justice pairs 29.93 29.64 29.49
Avg. #token Advoct pairs 64.93 60.05 63.56
Number of Justices 35 35 20

Table 2: Statistics of our SCOTUS dataset.
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A The SCOTUS data set544

Cases were removed if: (i) voting results of indi-545

vidual Justices were missing; or (ii) the side of the546

Advocate (petitioner or respondent) was unavail-547

able; or (iii) the case was associated with more than548

one sitting.549

When constructing pairs of Justice–Advocate550

turns where the Justice utterance is directly fol-551

lowed by an Advocate utterance, we disregard the552

first four utterances per sitting, as they largely con-553

sist of legal boilerplate text.554

We removed all nonlinguistic information from555

the transcripts, including indicators of cross-talk556

(e.g., [voice overlap], [interruption]), nonverbal557

expressions (e.g., [laughter], [sighs], [applause]), 558

and procedural markers (e.g., [luncheon], [recess]). 559

The full list will be made available as part of the 560

code repository. 561

Table 2 lists the statistics of our dataset. 562

B Fine-tune Configuration 563

For our experiments, we used GPT2-small,10 with 564

124M parameters. We fine-tuned the GPT2 model 565

on our training data for 50 epochs, using the 566

AdamW optimizer with a learning rate of 5e-5 and 567

a batch size of 2. We select the model that performs 568

the best in the Justic-Advocate pairs on the dev set 569

based on perplexity. 570

Overall, it took approximately 24h to fine-tune 571

the GPT2 model on one NVIDIA A100 40GB 572

GPU. 573

C Further Validation of Coordination 574

and Politeness in GPT2 Responses 575

We present an extended set of results for Experi- 576

ment 1 (Section 3), involving an additional four 577

binary attributes: (1) Advocate’s side (respondents; 578

petitioner), (2) Advocate wins ( the final voting 579

result is in favor of the side of the Advocate; or 580

not), (3) Advocate direction (liberal, conservative), 581

and (4) Justice against Advocate (the Justice votes 582

eventually against the side of the Advocate; or not). 583

Figure 4 shows the comparison of real scores 584

derived from the SCOTUS data (blue) vs. factual 585

GPT2-generated responses (red) for coordination 586

(4a) and politeness (4b), respectively. With the 587

exception of “Advocate side” in coordination (left- 588

most block in Figure 4a), factual GPT2-generated 589

responses align with the real differences. This is in 590

line with our results for attributes gender, party, and 591

seniority in Section 3, and confirms the capability 592

of the fine-tuned GPT2 model to capture coordina- 593

tion and politeness in Advocates’ responses toward 594

Justices. 595

D Generated Samples 596

We provide two example contexts with real, fac- 597

tual generated and counterfactually generated re- 598

sponses. Figure 5 involves a question asked by a 599

male non-chief judge, and Figure 6 involves a fe- 600

male non-chief judge. For, each we provide two 601

counterfactual responses where we flip the jus- 602

tice attributes gender and seniority, respectively. 603

10https://huggingface.co/gpt2
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0 “Please” 1 “Please start” 2 “Hashedge”
3 “Indirect (btw)” 4 “Hedges” 5 “Factuality”
6 “Deference” 7 “Gratitude” 8 “Apologizing”
9 “1st person pl.” 10 ’1st person” 11 “1st person start”
12 “2nd person” 14 “2nd person start” 13 “Indirect (greeting)”
15 “Direct question” 16 “Direct start” 17 ’Positive lexicon”
18 “Negative lexicon” 19 “Counterfactual modal” 20 “Indicative modal”

Table 3: List of politeness markers from Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2013). See Table 3 in the cited paper for
details and explanations.
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(a) Coordination.
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(b) Politeness.

Figure 4: Expanded experiments on coordination and
politeness scores in Advocates’ responses toward factual
Justices. Advocate side: (r=respondent, p=petitioner);
Advocate win: (w=Win, l=Lose); Advocate direction:
(l=Liberal, c=Conservative); Justice against Advocate:
(y=Yes, n=No).

We also label politeness indicators with underlin-604

ing and corresponding index in the list of polite-605

ness markers from Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al.606

(2013) in Table 3.607

Overall, compared to real advocate responses,608

GPT2-generated responses contain more politeness609

indicators. Compared to responses toward male jus-610

tices, generated responses toward female justices611

exhibit more politeness strategies.612

E Annotation Instructions for Evaluating613

Legal Court Advocates’ Responses614

The goal of this annotation project is to evaluate the615

“quality” of conversations in a court room along a616

variety of criteria. Specifically, you will rate the617

quality of an advocate’s response to a preceding618

justice’s turn. This document includes two sections:619

Annotation Instructions and Rating Explanations.620

E.1 Annotation Instructions621

You will be provided with extracted excerpts from622

the US supreme court transcripts. Each excerpt623

contains three parts:624

1. Previous context of 2-6 utterances preceding625

Justice’s turn.626

Evaluation Di-
mension

Explanation Evaluation
Dimension
Explanation
Corresponding
number

Relevance The advocate’s re-
sponse is on-topic with
the previous context
and justice’s turn

Informativeness The advocate’s re-
sponse provides
unique and non-
generic information
Note that high infor-
mativeness does not
always mean the re-
sponses are providing
consistent results.

0: Both responses
are equally good.

1: Response
1 is better.

2: Response
2 is better.

Consistency Consistency The advo-
cate’s response does
not produce contradic-
tory information wrt.
the context.
Note that high consis-
tency does not neces-
sarily means high infor-
mativeness

Table 4: Rating metrics

2. Justice’s turn. 627

3. Advocate’s response to Justice’s turn. 628

The (3) advocate’s response is the part that you 629

will evaluate. More specifically, two advocates’ re- 630

sponses are provided, and your task is to compare 631

the two advocate’s responses based on the Previ- 632

ous context and Justice’s turn, with the evaluation 633

metrics defined in the following section. 634

E.2 Rating Explanations 635

We detail the rating metrics for pairwise evaluation 636

on the advocate’s responses in Table 4. 637
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Preceding context: [ADVRES] Mr. Chief Justice, and may
it please the Court: This is an obstacle preemption case
masquerading as a field preemption case. There is no field
preemption here because of the undisputed fact that the Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission does not and cannot regulate
any aspect of uranium mining, including the safety aspects
of uranium mining. And there is no obstacle preemption
here because the Atomic Energy Act and the Nuclear Reg-
ulatory Commission have repeatedly reaffirmed that states
have the ability to regulate mining up to and including by
banning it altogether. [KAVANAUGH] They – they can regu-
late milling, correct? [ADVRES] Excuse me, I want to make
– the federal government regulates milling – [KAVANAUGH]
Right. [ADVRES] – Justice Kavanaugh, yes.

Justice turn: [KAVANAUGH] Yeah. So the mining and
milling occur together, correct? In other words [. . . ] you
don’t have mining without milling; you don’t have milling
without mining

Real response to [KAVANAUGH]
[ADVRES] Justice Kavanaugh, there’s a way – the in situ
leaching process, they literally occur at the same time.

Factual GPT2 to [KAVANAUGH]
[ADVRES] We4,9 assume2,4 that the states aren’t going to
misstate their reasons for doing something. But16 I10 will
tell you12 that it is a lot more difficult18 for a state to,
for example, rezone all land that nuclear activity is taking
place on as residential, even if it’s totally unsuitable for
residential dwelling, if they know they’re going to have to
come forward and justify that. And16 may2 I10 finish the
second point, Your12 Honor17?

Counterfactual GPT2 to [KAVANAUGH]→ [KAGAN]
[ADVRES] That’s correct17. And16 – and – and that’s –
that’s exactly what the NRC has said. It has said that it
has the authority to regulate the milling and the – and the
operation of the plant. And16, in fact5, it has done so in
a number of ways. First of all, it’s done so on a case-by-
case basis. The NRC does not have the authority under the
Clean17 Air Act or the Clean17 Water Act to regulate all of
the operations of a nuclear plant. That’s not the case here.
This is not a case where there is a single federal regulation
of the entire operation of a plant.

Counterfct’l GPT2 to [KAVANAUGH]→ [REHNQUIST]
[ADVRES] That’s correct17, Justice Rehnquist. And16

that’s – that’s exactly what the NRC has done here. The
NRC regulates the operation of nuclear power plants.
That’s what it has done in the past. It has regulated the
operation –

Figure 5: Example 1 with context, Justice question (top)
and real, factual-generated and two counterfactually gen-
erated Advocate answers (bottom). The factual Justice
is [KAVANAUGH] (male, non-chief) who is counterfac-
tually replaced with [KAGAN] (female, non-chief) and
[REHNQUIST] (male, chief), respectively.

Preceding context: [BADER-GINSBURG] And do we know
– do we know what costs Blue Shield then passes on to
those other self-insured plans? [ADVRES] We don’t know
it. We were not able to get it from Blue Cross at the time
the case was before the district judge. But in any event,
as the Chief Justice’s question suggests, the – this issue
doesn’t end at Vermont. It – it has to take account of
a burden that Congress was very, very aware of, it was
very cognizant of the regime under the Repeal Disclosure
Act, [. . . ] Just as if – if Vermont decides next week, if
it wins this case, that it wants to get information about
pension plans, and how they’re being administered, and
what benefits are being provided and not provided, those
are all 100 percent self-funded plans. If my employer has
to provide all that information, that is coming out of my
401(k) benefits.

Justice turn: [KAGAN] Mr. Waxman, could a State pass
a tax law that requires information about – about pension
disbursements, about claim payments, about assets held in
trust? Could a State do that?

Real response to [KAGAN]
[ADVRES] I4,11 don’t think2,4 that a State – when you12’re
saying requested information or imposing18 a tax?

Factual GPT2 to [KAGAN]
[ADVRES] stuff that they are asking for is so obviously
critical18 to what the plan does.

Counterfct’l GPT2 to [KAGAN]→ [BADER-GINSBURG]
[ADVRES] Yes, Your12 Honor17. I11 – I11 don’t believe
that that would be preempted by ERISA. And16 I4 think2,4

that the – the key point here is that this is not an ERISA plan.
This is a plan that is created by the Federal government.
The Federal government is the one that created the plan
here, and it’s the only one that has the authority to create a
plan here. And16 so I4 think2,4 it’s – it’s very important17
to understand that this plan is not a plan for the benefit17 of
the – of the plan participants. That is, it’s a plan to provide
benefits17 to people who are already covered by the plan,
and that’s what Congress was trying to do when it passed
the ERISA statute. Congress wanted to make sure that
people who were already covered under the plan would get
the benefits17 they were entitled to. So16 it’s not like17 a
plan where the plan participant is going to have to pay all
of the costs

Counterfct’l GPT2 to [KAGAN]→ [REHNQUIST]
[ADVRES] No, I10 don’t believe so, Your12 Honor17. I4,11
don’t think2,4 that that would be preempted by ERISA.
ERISA preempts State laws that regulate ERISA plans.

Figure 6: Example 2 with context, Justice question (top)
and real, factual-generated and two counterfactually gen-
erated Advocate answers (bottom). The factual justice
is [KAGAN] (female, non-chief) who is counterfactually
replaced with [BADER-GINSBURG] (female, non-chief)
and [REHNQUIST] (male, chief).
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